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 Fingers flutter and hands slide as they form pictures and words; each sign comes together to 

create the beautiful art of American Sign Language. A sign becomes unique through the expression and 

the hand formation put into each word. Ninth grade was the first time I walked into a room full of 

flying hands. The image I saw represented the most amazing culture I have ever been a part of and in 

that moment I knew my future would lead to a career in sign language. There was just one problem—

which path would I go? 

 One day during my Sign Language studies, my classmate Casey stood up at the front of the 

room, presenting about the internship she had completed. Most people chose to interpret for a sign 

language class on campus, but Casey didn't. She chose to interpret for deaf children at an elementary 

school. As she spoke of her internship my immediate thought was “I am going to interpret for an 

elementary school!” This experience would decide my future, but it still came with its hardships. I felt 

the pressure to exceed all expectations. 

 On the first day of my internship I nervously walked on to the elementary school campus 

mentally preparing myself for any assignments given to me. I was constantly practicing how I would 

sign my introduction to everyone. HI MY NAME fs-C-O-U-R-T-N-E-Y. I GO SCHOOL fs-C-O-C. I 

wanted to do the best I could but there was one thought that continuously held me back: “I am taking 

on this role of interpreting important information, what if I mess it up? If I skew the information, I will 

be the reason they don't ace their test.” I pushed all those thoughts aside and just kept putting one foot 

in front of the other, going from class to class. I met many deaf children and learned their unique 

stories, like one girl who was orphaned and needed prosthetic ears. One day turned into many as I 

learned more and more about the deaf culture and myself—things I would never have learned from just 

my college courses.  

 There were many inspirational people who worked as teachers or interpreters in the deaf 

program but one of the teachers stood out to me. She became my role model and happened to be my 

mentor as well. My mentor is a hearing teacher who has a small class of deaf children, children who are 



just as wild and noisy as any other child that carries the ability to hear. Bewilderingly, my mentor was 

able to be stern but make the class exciting. While maintaining a balance of kindness and seriousness, 

she also was able to guide them into becoming intelligent, good people. She did everything in her 

power for these kids, and she did everything in her power for me. If not for the support and 

encouragement I received from her and all the other amazing people I encountered, I would not be 

where I am now. 

 By the end of my internship I knew without a doubt in my mind that I was going to become an 

American Sign Language teacher for the deaf and hard of hearing. There were many moments that 

showed me this career choice was my passion. My favorites were the ones where I got to teach the 

children one on one by signing to them. A sense of pride would flow through me when their faces made 

it apparent they had grasped the lesson. One of the best things to experience at my internship was their 

culture in the classroom—their routines are vastly different than ours. They were constantly taking 

hearing and speech tests and going to speech classes. When class finished, they had to change out their 

hearing aids and replace the batteries. For communication, they would talk using words but at the same 

time use sign. Their little hands would move rapidly as their faces became animated. The most heart-

warming thing to see was that no matter what, at the end of the day, they were there for each other—

they were best friends. 

 Before this experience, I viewed my internship as an end because it was the last requirement I 

needed for my associates degree. I realize now that it is only the beginning to something that no longer. 

.feels like a requirement, but feels like an accomplishment towards something I aspire to do. 


